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Abstract 

This multidisciplinary study enforces a suggested link between everyday aesthetic 

experiences and restoration. The studied phenomenon is staycation, a short-term holiday 

spent at home or at one’s home region, to identify how people use a (culturally) familiar 

environment for everyday aesthetic enjoyment and how that influences restoration. This focus 

minimises the potential effect of long-distance travel, novelty and escapism to restoration. 

Staycation has not been studied before from the perspective of everyday aesthetics and 

restoration. I explore staycation through a lens of qualitative media analysis; history and 

empirical research of holiday-making; and theories in everyday aesthetics.  

Keywords: Staycation, everyday aesthetics, restoration, subjective well-being, aesthesis. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Why study staycation? 

Holidays are undertaken for the purposes of restoration and replenishment;
1
 and sustaining or 

improving subjective well-being.
2
 By restoration, I mean Stephen Kaplan’s definition: 

recovery from mental fatigue.
3
 Many typical holiday activities, such as sightseeing, 

photographing and sampling cuisine are aesthetic pastimes; and holidays are typically taken 

in aesthetically appealing locations. Is there, then, a connection or causation between 

(everyday) aesthetic experiences, restoration and wellbeing? 

In this paper, by aesthetic I mean sensory, pleasing, fascinating and valued qualities of an 

object or the environment as a whole. An aesthetic experience comprises the aspects of 

sensuousness, sensitivity, imagination and evaluation.
4
 For millennia, philosophers have 

understood beauty and aesthetic experience as sources of pleasure.
5
 David Hume said: 

“[p]leasure and pain… are not only necessary attendants of beauty and deformity but 

constitute their very essence”.
6
 Alexander Nehamas has argued that “shared beauty 

[experienced or shared with others] is a particularly intense form of communication”.
7
 Beauty 

is often associated with “high arts” (painting, sculpture, architecture, music and poetry),
8
 

whereas everyday aesthetics studies “non-art-related” aesthetic experiences, aesthetic 

enjoyment drawn from ordinary, familiar or everyday objects, sights and activities via all 

senses.
9
 Currently, empirical studies in everyday aesthetics are scarce:

10
 more research is 

called for to understand, what aesthetic elements or qualities people enjoy (or dislike) in their 

environment and why; and what is the significance of everyday aesthetic experiences to well-

being and the human condition in general. 

Not everyone engages in artistic or cultural activities on a holiday, but everyone is a recipient 

of constant flow of sensory cues, whether conscious of this or not.
11

 Positive and negative 

sensory data can determine the restorative or depleting effects of the environment.
12

 A series 

of interviews (N=60) and a survey (N=1,043) conducted by Ipsos Mori for the Commission 

for Architecture and the Built Environment in the UK in 2010 found that people feel deeply 

about beauty in their environment, but many refrain from talking about it due to the fear of 

their taste being judged. Feeling comfortable at one’s settings emerged as a prerequisite for 

being able to enjoy beauty; implying that being relaxed can open a person to aesthetic 

experiences. Ipsos Mori found a shared view that beauty is an instinctive need and the 

question “why should we have more beauty?” was treated equal to “why have more 

happiness?” – non-sensical - due to the strong association between beauty and well-being.
13

   

The term staycation became popular in the US and the UK at the beginning of the global 

financial crisis in 2007 and it has spread around the world since.
14

 The Oxford dictionary 

defines staycation as a domestic holiday, or more narrowly, a break spent at home, involving 

day trips to local attractions. VisitEngland has surveyed staycationers from 2008 and found 

that staycation is popular, because holidaymakers wish to have a safe, easy break, utilise last-

minute deals, experience their home region in a novel manner (as tourists) and have frequent 

breaks in between of “real” vacations.
15

 In the UK, staycation trend has grown year on year 

since 2009: for example in 2013, one- to three-day trips were the fastest growing holiday 
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type.
16

 A global survey in 2016 found that of 1,000 respondents, half had had at least one 

staycation.
17

 In Australia, the spending on local daytrips rose by 7% in 2016.
18

 

The rise of staycation can be attributed to many roots, such as the emergence of experience 

economy, commodification, nostalgia (re-creating childhood experiences) or instability in the 

job markets. Nonetheless, staycation is used as a strategy to experience the familiar (non-

exotic or non-foreign) environment through the eyes of a visitor.
19

 On staycation, the change 

from the everyday to holiday occurs more in the subject’s attitude and mood than in the 

environment and activities. Staycationers are simultaneously residents and visitors; hence, 

studying staycation can offer information to a range of parties, from resident groups to policy 

makers, urban planners, local businesses and travel industry. 

1.2 Data and analysis method 

The analysis consisted of a detailed review of 20 recent lifestyle articles to establish, how 

staycation is understood and discussed in the society, on a platform accessible and 

meaningful to staycationers; and of a review of 200 Instagram photos to establish, how 

staycation is portrayed by staycationers themselves - what elements or features staycationers 

find worth sharing with others. The photos indicate what is seen as pleasing, aesthetic or 

restorative; or, what the contributors presume other people view as such. The analysis method 

with both data sets was grounded theory (GT), informed by sociological discourse analysis 

(DA), both qualitative analysis tools. The purpose was to elicit quantitative data with GT to 

make statistical inferences; and examine the deeper cultural and semantic meanings with DA. 

The articles were published in English-speaking countries since 2015 and the photographs 

were uploaded on Instagram around the world in October 2016.
20

  

2. Theoretical framework 

2.1 The connection of beauty and pleasure 

Linking beauty and pleasure is an age-old notion, and holidays, also staycation, are usually 

taken for reasons of pleasure (e.g. relaxation, enjoyment and entertainment). Intuitively, 

pleasure appears restorative, but pleasure can also be a momentary distraction or relief that 

does not lead to a more stable state of restoration. Is it possible to establish a connection – or 

further, causation - between aesthetic experiences and restoration or revitalisation? If 

becoming restored is understood as increasing or sustaining one’s longer-term wellbeing, 

theory in everyday aesthetics indicates that the answer may be positive.   

Kevin Melchionne proposes that everyday aesthetic activities such as grooming, cooking and 

creativity can increase subjective well-being (SWB) by creating a “hedonic high”, pleasure 

that can be re-obtained by repeating or intensifying what caused it.
21

 Melchionne notes that 

high(er) SWB is obtainable from two main sources: a) life circumstances; and b) mindset, 

habits and activities. Everyday aesthetic activities are a potential pathway to increased SWB, 

because we have more agency over our activities than circumstances. Melchionne mainly 

associates SWB with the ability to regulate one’s hedonic high. Another viewpoint is 

eudemonia, pleasure obtained from having a sense of purpose in life, social connections with 

others and avenues for self-expression and self-actualisation.
22
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Happiness research suggests that well-being does not only rise from hedonic sources, but also 

and perhaps more potently from eudemonia. Melchionne proposes that the point of everyday 

aesthetics is to widen one’s scope for sources of pleasure.
23

 Staycation is an attempt to 

experience something different or new in one’s every day, hence, it can be a strategy to 

expand one’s range or frequency of everyday aesthetic experiences. Melchionne’s proposal is 

supported by indirect empirical evidence: today, creative activities such as (mobile phone) 

photography, street fashion and make-up, crafting, gourmet cooking and “homing”, ongoing 

home beautifying, are immensely popular and enjoyed by many, as indicated by, for instance, 

vast and global social media content.
24

 

Social media is not just about fun. In a recent study, Instagram was found to cause anxiety, 

negative body image and mental health issues to young people due to its appearances-focus. 

But, Instagram was also appreciated as a platform for self-expression and identity-building.
25

 

A recent study found that (mobile phone) photographing makes the photographer look at the 

world more attentively – presumably with an aesthetic disposition. The act of planning a 

photo or looking for things to capture makes the photographer more deeply engaged in the 

experience, which, according to the study, tends to lead to deeper enjoyment.
26

 Despite the 

potential negative effects, sharing photos on social media can also increase hedonic and 

eudemonic high by enabling a creative outlet, social connection and positive self-identity. 

The Ipsos Mori study identified that a part of the appeal of beauty is its ability to connect 

like-minded people - draw deep enjoyment of a shared taste, as theorised by Alexander 

Nehamas.
27

  

2.2 Can social media prove an aesthetic experience? 

Instagram is a mobile photo-sharing app and social network created in 2010. It has 

approximately 300 million daily active users and 500 million monthly users.
28

 Social and 

urban studies researchers use Instagram as a source to study, for example, cultural geography, 

subculture formation and identity.
29

 Instagram is not just a platform to share experiences and 

build identity, but it affects decision-making and behaviour. Two recent surveys found that 

many holidaymakers rank “Instagrammability”, the chance to take appealing photos, a main 

driver in destination selection. Of people aged 18-33 surveyed in the UK, 40.1% ranked 

Instagrammability the number one motivator for a holiday location.
30

 A study in Australia by 

mobile operator Telstra found that a quarter of respondents select holiday locations based on 

its social media prestige factor.
31

 The reason is two-fold: beautiful locations are used to 

enhance one’s social media appearances, but attractive photos also indicate the location is 

worth the visit.  

Sharing aesthetically appealing, prestigious or “enviable” photos on social media can be seen 

as a substitute or cultural continuum for sending postcards. In the turn of the 18-19
th

 

centuries, some travellers carried a Claude glass, a small, tinted convex mirror, to frame, 

focus and “image manipulate” the landscape to be portrayed with watercolours more 

artistically and dramatically. Postcards have been among the most popular souvenirs since 

their invention in the latter part of the 19
th

 century.
32

 Orvar Löfgren analyses that postcards 

“filled a void”, a hunger for pictorial expression still scarce in the 19
th

 century; for instance, 

five million Swedish people sent 48 million postcards in 1904. According to Löfgren, and 
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parallel to the popularity of photos shared in social media, postcards became depicters of not 

just locations, but moods and feelings that many found difficult to express verbally.
33

 

This study seeks to uncover, is there a connection between aesthetic experiences and 

restoration. Can photos on Instagram prove that a staycationer had an aesthetic experience? 

The Telstra survey on Instagrammability found that sharing photos on social media often 

indicates a wish to boost one’s social status. But, according to another study, photographing 

enhances the enjoyment drawn from the experience.
34

 Prevalence of one motivation (boosting 

self-image) does not automatically exclude the other (aesthetic enjoyment). Thomas Leddy 

argues that a photo can be many things simultaneously. Photographers, amateurs and 

professionals alike, usually seek to: 1) capture the identified aesthetic qualities of the subject-

matter; 2) enhance those qualities; and 3) create new aesthetic qualities via means of 

composition, framing or image-manipulation.
35

 But, is photo a proof of an aesthetic 

experience? It depends on the content. Yuriko Saito discusses aesthetic reactions, such as an 

impulse to tidy a messy room, as an indicator of (or search for) an aesthetic experience.
36

 A 

wish to make something more aesthetic according to one’s taste), or a wish to capture or 

communicate something because it looks good, can be seen as aesthetic reactions; if not 

“full” aesthetic experience, then its prerequisite or pre-step.  

2.3 Everyday aesthetic experiences on a holiday  

If holidays exist for restorative purposes and aesthetic experiences have the ability to increase 

SWB, are holidays usually more aesthetic than the everyday life, indirectly supporting the 

theory that aesthetic experiences have a revitalising effect? That depends on what is meant by 

aesthetic. The traditional understanding of an aesthetic experience is based on Immanuel 

Kant’s concept of disinterested contemplation:
37

 objects can be said to be beautiful 

(aesthetic)
38

 - instead of mere “agreeable” or subjectively pleasing - only when they evoke 

sensuous pleasure without any utilitarian purpose. In light of the traditional take, it is always 

debatable whether for example a meal can be beautiful, if it is also eaten and hence, utilised 

for bodily pleasure and sustenance.  

Everyday aesthetics adopts a different viewpoint: disinterested, unemotional contemplation is 

not the (only) key to an aesthetic experience. Aligning with Arnold Berleant’s engaged 

aesthetics,
39

 I suggest that (mental, bodily or emotional) distance is not a prerequisite for 

having an aesthetic experience: it is possible to enjoy a nicely served breakfast, a decorated 

cocktail, a dip in a swimming pool or sunbathing at the beach both aesthetically and “merely” 

bodily. On holiday, people often (seek to) engage in pleasurable whole-of-body experiences, 

seeds of aesthetic experience, such as listed above. Also, holidays often take place in tranquil, 

warm or beautiful locations; similarly, staycationers prefer the countryside, beach or park.
40

 

Cultural geographer Yi-Fu Tuan has shown that “paradise island” (symbolically expressed in 

resorts and palm beaches) as an idealised environment has been persistently popular in the 

collective imagination of the humankind as a safe haven, insulated from the worries of the 

world.
41

 Escapism and isolationism are not the only reasons why people seek idyllic or scenic 

locations to recharge: findings in environmental psychology
42

 and neuroscience
43

 (nature 

boosts restoration and art may aid the release dopamine, the pleasure hormone, in the brain), 

indicate that aesthetic experiences are important for SWB.  
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Beach is the most popular holiday destination according to two recent surveys in the US and 

the UK.
44

 Seaside resorts in the UK have attracted hundreds of thousands of visitors every 

year since the early 1800s, when mass tourism first emerged.
45

 The long-term appeal of 

beaches and pools aligns with a recent study that linked lower psychological distress (or 

higher SWB) with the proximity of the sea: looking at the “blue space” helps reduce stress.
46

 

The appeal of water appears to be both visual and haptic-kinaesthetic: the multisensory 

contact with the warmth of the sun, sand and water are perceived as sources of deep 

satisfaction and enjoyment.
47

 In general, nature appears to have a restorative effect and 

greenery is perceived as calming and revitalising.
48

 Tuan suggests that people enjoy beach or 

pool holidays, because we understand time based on heartbeat and breathing – the slow 

rhythm of the lapping water means relaxation.
49

  

2.4 Aesthetic play 

Staycation is commonly understood as imitation of a “real” holiday. Consequently, it can be 

seen as make-believe: a performance played with and for oneself, or for one’s social circles 

through social media.
50

 Katya Mandoki has identified two aesthetic attitudes: poetics, or 

attention to art and the artistic; and prosaics, attention to everyday aesthetics: how ordinary 

things look, feel and are performed.
51

 Thomas Leddy has suggested that everyday aesthetic 

experiences rise from the ordinary extraordinarily experienced: (momentarily) perceiving the 

world like an artist.
52

 Sharing photos on social media implies a “tourist’s gaze”, capturing 

interesting, novel or socially pertinent objects and events (e.g. portraits of the location and 

undertaken activities); but they can also indicate aesthetic reactions, prosaics or poetics, 

depending on the content.  

The theory of play, first developed by Johan Huizinga and further evolved by Mandoki, can 

in part explain the appeal of staycation. Play is a form of enjoyment deriving from mental and 

physical freedom (play by definition is voluntary and hence, also following rules of play is 

freedom).
53

 Poetics and prosaics can be understood as play: one can engage in them, for 

example, by creating a narrative, or being open to sensory experiences. Mandoki builds on 

Huizinga’s and Roger Caillois’ categories of play by identifying five basic play types, of 

which tree are essential for staycation: Peripatos, Mimesis and Ilinx (adventure, playful 

curiosity; make-believe and imitation; and momentary destruction of predictability and 

normalcy) are building blocks of staycation, an activity whose purpose is to enable a novel 

experience within the familiar. Staycation can also involve the two remaining types of play, 

Agon and Alea, chance-taking and competition: exploring one’s home region is a gamble that 

may or may not deliver (restoration, entertainment, thrill), and competition takes place in and 

out of social media about the depth and wealth of the experience.
54

  

3. Analysis of data 

3.1 Analysis method 

The analysis method for both sets of data, articles (N=20) and photos (N=200) was grounded 

theory (GT); the analysis process is described in the endnote.
55

 Sociological discourse 

analysis (DA) was used to interpret the texts and photos in cultural context (e.g. intentions of 

the writers and photographers). GT is a qualitative research tool to conceptualise latent 
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patterns in text and images. The analysis comprised three main steps: coding (labelling of 

findings), categorising (forming label groups and themes) and interpretation (analysing 

themes). GT requires constant comparative analysis to capture all instances of variation: 

categories are created as the analysis progresses instead of working on a pre-set hypothesis or 

classes.   

The concurrent DA contained three levels of analysis: 1) textual, 2) contextual and 3) 

interpretive level. Textual level focused on elements (choices of words or subject-matter of 

photos etc.), contextual level focused on the discourse as an act in its cultural etc. 

background, and interpretation provided an explanation to the discourse. In sociological DA 

inductive inferences are made of a small number of samples, because the presumption is that 

cultural, societal information is always intertwined and overlapping:  information from one 

subject can be treated as interchangeable with information from others in a similar social 

position.
56

 With DA, the base argument is that communication constructs the social world by, 

for example, normalising certain practices and values.
57

 My analysis aimed to reveal what is 

understood as normal, common or typical about staycation.  

3.3 Review of lifestyle articles 

The majority of the lifestyle articles were written in the format of a “tip list” for a successful 

staycation.
58

 The recommended activities or presumed objectives were relaxation, 

excitement, social bonding and entertainment, including self-expression and creativity, to 

recharge. As an example of typical article, Steve Odland’s text is a prime sample. It is a self-

help stress-management guide to navigate the rut of the everyday. The article 16 Things To 

Do On A "Staycation" (Forbes, 31 May 2012) sums up staycation: 

“[…] an increasingly popular and fun vacation is the stay-at-home-vacation, or the 

“staycation.” […] visit your local museums: art, natural or American history, botanical 

gardens […]. Every area also has its architectural gems […]. Pretend you’re a tourist and 

go visit them. […] Do we ever take time to explore the [local] area as we would if we 

were tourists? […] Let’s admit it, we probably have spent more time exploring places far 

away from home than we have sites of our own area or region.”  

The lifestyle articles contained 485 statements that could be labelled and categorised. The 

category titles were based on the expressions used in the text [refer to Figure 1].  
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Figure 1. The most discussed activities and objectives for a staycation. 

 

The three most discussed or recommended activities were outdoor recreation (at a beach, 

pool, yard, park or wilderness); adventure or exploration; and sightseeing (incl. local 

landmarks, attractions and culture venues). Sightseeing links to exploration, but it was 

categorised separately, because not all adventure is sightseeing and vice versa. The fourth 

popular theme was the sense of fun: discussion covered play- and fairgrounds and movies, but 

also DIY, art and craft projects as self-expression. All of the categories overlapped and 

interlinked: for instance, outdoor recreation was commonly understood as exploration, and 

one of the main purposes of exploration was to have fun.   

Typically, staycation was seen as a pale cousin of a “real” holiday. Every writer felt the need 

to sell staycation via potential benefits such as saving money, time or both. The ease of a 

home holiday was mentioned in 7.6% of the statements. Other important elements or benefits 

were social bonding, relaxation and gustatory experiences (e.g. trying out new restaurants or 

indulging in one’s favourite café). Rarer, but relatively often mentioned activities or 

justifications for staycation were pampering and breaking the routine for the purposes of 

revitalisation. Safety featured in 2.5% of the comments: staycation was perceived as risk-free. 

Typically, the articles discussed free or low-cost, family-centred activities, such as camping 

at one’s backyard or experimenting with arts or crafts. Concurrently, indulging in pampering 

(e.g. hotel or spa night in one’s own home city) was justified by the savings made in travel 

costs. Only one article was critical about unrealistic expectations by criticising a niche trend 

to buy a holiday home within one’s home city.
59

 

3.3 Analysis of Instagram photographs 

True to the birthplace of the term staycation, close to half of the photographs were taken in 

the US, but English-speaking countries did not otherwise dominate the data [refer to figure 

2].
60

 This implies that staycation as a phenomenon is global, or at least globally known.  
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Figure 2. The countries of origin of Instagram photos.  

 

The 200 photos could be classified into two style streams: composed images (56%) and 

snapshots (44%). Composed images were framed, arranged or otherwise made more artistic 

(the object positioned in a certain manner or the image afterwards manipulated) to draw the 

attention to the aesthetic qualities of the subject-matter (e.g. a decorated breakfast table, a 

row of pretty bottles at a bathroom sink, or a scenic view).
61

 To determine, whether a photo 

was intended as aesthetic (composed), a classification method was developed based on the 

classical aesthetic qualities of unity, harmony and balance (incl. colours, rhythm and 

composition).
62

 For example, photos that reflected the visual style of landscape painting or 

postcard were classified as “composed”. Snapshots were action photos, such as a dog running 

into water, or people casually posing [refer to figures 3 and 4, sample photos].  
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Figure 3. Example of snapshots. 
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Figure 4. Example of composed images.  

 

The fact that the majority of the photos could be classified as composed – reflecting an 

aesthetic intention or reaction - indicates that a poetic or prosaic version of what is 

experienced, is considered as pertinent (and perhaps prestigious) to notice and share. It can be 

argued that snapshots should dominate, if photos were taken for mere recording purposes. 

Even if the composed photos were primarily meant for boost of self-image and identity, the 

boost takes place through aesthetic means, revealing a cultural and social connotation linking 

prestige and beauty. As discussed in theory section, photos can serve a number of purposes 

and focusing on the act of photographing is commonly understood as enjoyable – and so is 

contemplating beauty, as argued by Hume. Focusing on creativity or aesthetic activities can, 

in turn, boost SWB, as argued by Melchionne. 

The most popular subject-matter was a person or people posing. The other common themes in 

the order of popularity were a waterfront view (e.g. a beach, pool, marina or lakeside); 

greenery or rural view (e.g. a garden or resort, scenic landscape, flowering plant); food theme 
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(a meal, drink, restaurant or food market) and a decorative focal point (e.g. design furniture, 

architecture detail, fireplace). Urban views and buildings were significantly less popular than 

nature and greenery. By far, the most popular activities were swimming and sunbathing 

(depicted in every fifth photo), echoing Tuan’s notion about satisfaction found in the beach, 

sun and water.
63

 The prevalence of water- and nature- themes builds on a long history of 

cultural understanding about a holiday. The bourgeoisie tradition of relocating to countryside 

for summer is an obvious reference point; and the findings in environmental psychology 

about the restoring effect of nature are also echoed in this data. Noticeably, the photos 

depicting nature were most typically portraits of something perceived as beautiful due to its 

aesthetic qualities - colours, rhythm, harmony etc. (e.g. turquoise water or colourful sunset), 

indicating that not mere naturalness appeals to people. [Refer to figure 5]. 

Figure 5. The most typical content of Instagram photos. 

 

Instagram photos are usually labelled with keywords, “hashtags”. The 200 photos contained a 

too varied selection of hashtags, such as place names, to make meaningful statistical 

inferences. However, the most used hashtags were family or couple (8.3%), sea, lake or swim 

(6.2%) and weekend (6%). The popularity of weekend hashtags indicates that for 

staycationers, weekend becomes or is portrayed as active self-realisation and search for 

pleasant experiences.  

4. Discussion 

In the articles, staycation is targeted to urbanites with financial means for mini-holidays 

between holidays,
64

 it is promoted as a self-help stress-management tool, and it offers easy-

read content. The articles could be dismissed as mere marketing, but they offer insights on 

social conventions. Staycation is understood as inadequate for the purposes of a holiday, but 

adequate for the purposes of “quick-fix” restoration. The appeal arises from “ring-fencing”: 

staycation is earmarked for specified pleasurable activities, incl. outdoor recreation, 

exploration, entertainment, social bonding, gustatory experiences and playful creativity (DIY 
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and art projects). The content largely aligns between the articles and the photos, indicating 

that staycation is understood fairly similarly globally.  

The prevalence of whole-of-body experiences in the photos (e.g. water, nature and sun; food 

markets, cocktails and restaurants), in my view, points that moments of savoured aesthesis – 

sensuous experiences of aliveness – are understood as restorative. It is conceivable that in the 

modern everyday filled with cerebral or non-physical activities, sensory experiences act as 

restorative counterbalance. The idealised, tranquil paradise island of Tuan is found in the data 

in the symbolic form of a resort, garden, beach or pool. In my data, the objective of 

staycation is to obtain exciting, enjoyable and/or enticing experiences, including experiences 

of beauty, which in turn can be seen as an attempt to open oneself to wonder. Recent research 

in psychology has found causation between feeling awe and (momentarily) increased SWB.
65

 

Dr. Keltner, professor of psychology in Berkeley, writes:
66

  

[…] people report feeling awe in response to more mundane things: when seeing 

the leaves of a Gingko tree change from green to yellow, in beholding the night 

sky when camping near a river […]. Intriguingly, each burst of daily awe 

predicted greater well-being and curiosity weeks later. 

Aesthetics as a field has for long focused on disinterested, contemplative aesthetic 

experience, whereas today’s voluminous online content (lifestyle and social media, including 

Instagram and blogs) indicate that many seek creativity and aesthetic experiences as an 

inseparable part of the enjoyable everyday - combined with self-expression, entertainment, 

mastering a skill etc. Staycation, especially one shared in social media in the form of 

composed images, can be seen as a strategy to refresh or sharpen one’s aesthetic sensitivity 

by engaging with and capturing what is perceived aesthetic.  

Instagram can only tell a limited story. By selecting scenic or fun-filled images a staycationer 

builds a narrative of an idealised break or self. The lack of negative photographs indicates 

that those do not fit into the narrative. It can be asked, whether negative experiences (for 

example encountered discrimination) are psychologically harmfully erased for the purposes 

of fitting into the convention. But, it is equally possible that non-positive experiences are 

dismissed (and perhaps faster forgotten) in favour of the positive ones – photographing one’s 

environment may help in this, as indicated by the study noting a connection between 

enjoyable experiences and photographing. Staycation undoubtedly is one manifestation of 

today’s experience economy, but its popularity, in particular the popularity of composed 

photos, lends support to Melchionne’s proposition that everyday aesthetics has 

unacknowledged power in bringing about greater wellbeing.  

The popularity of staycations implies that opportunities to recharge in the everyday are 

lacking, questioning the sustainability of today’s work-life from the well-being perspective. 

My findings reinforce the Ipsos Mori finding that many treat experiences of beauty as an 

instinctive need, an integral part of good life. Everyday aesthetic (self-)education, learning to 

acquire aesthetic experiences within the ordinary, could offer a vehicle for more frequent 

revitalisation and enhanced well-being as proposed by Melchionne.  
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5. Concluding comments 

The lack of coherent background data – demographics etc. - sets limitations to my study. It 

was not possible to conclude how deep or conscious was the staycationers' own emphasis of 

the aesthetic aspect of their break. Despite the limitations, based on history and theory of 

holiday-making and everyday aesthetics, this study enforced a link between everyday 

aesthetic experiences and restoration. Composed (aesthetic) photos on social media cannot 

prove, but they indicate aesthetic intentions or reactions, pre-steps of aesthetic experience. 

Photographing as an act appears to deepen the enjoyment drawn from the experience. This 

study summarised and found further theoretical and empirical support for the view that 

everyday aesthetic experiences can increase SWB. Also, on holidays, relaxation may aid 

noticing beauty and savouring aesthesis, sensuous experience of aliveness, which in turn may 

enable revitalisation. 

Staycation is understood as imitation of a “real holiday” - or, make-believe: a performance 

played with and for oneself. In this data set, a “successful” (restorative) staycation appears a 

four-layered process, aligning with Mandoki’s poetics, prosaics and five types of play: 1) 

staycation emerges from different configurations of the five types of play, 2) staycation 

involves poetics, e.g. performance or narrative for oneself and/or one’s social circles, 3) 

staycation involves prosaics, e.g. an attempt to notice the aesthetic around, and 4) staycation 

involves aesthetic reactions and experiences, such as photographing and sharing sights to 

obtain eudemonic pleasure from self-expression, identity building and connecting with 

others.  
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